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Homeowners PTR 307% 

Renters PTR 29% 
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"Circuit Breaker" has had Big Growth since 2003 

(not adjusted for inflation) 

February 21, 2012

Property Tax Refund:   

When is Enough, Enough? 
Is more funding into everybody’s 

favorite property tax relief program 

a good idea? 

The Property Tax Refund program, more 

commonly known as the “Circuit Breaker,” has 

been a legislator-favorite for many years.  Due to 

its preferred status, the program has seen 

increases in funding from both DFL and GOP-led 

legislatures.  In H.F. 1914, the leading property 

tax relief bill of the 2012 Session, the program is 

again in line for a modest, but not insignificant, 

$5 million annual increase. 

The homeowner PTR is an intuitive response to 

help alleviate the burdens of high homeowner 

property taxes.  Unlike aids to local governments 

or credits to homeowners, the PTR targets only 

those homeowners whose property taxes are high compared 

to their income.  It is a straight-forward way to provide 

property tax relief efficiently and directly to the homeowners 

believed to be most in need of property tax relief.  It is 

precisely because of its common sense nature that the 

program has seen its eligibility expanded and its benefits 

increased.  Program expansion, in combination with rising 

property tax bills, will have increased the state’s PTR 

funding by 307% from 2003 to 2013. During this same time, 

the total budget for Property Tax Aids and Credits will have 

shrunk by 14%.  If not for the $267 million growth in the 

PTR program, the total budget for Property Tax Aids and 

Credit would be 27% lower in 2013 than in 2003.  (See 

Chart 1) 

 

 

Chart 1 

Data Source:  MN Office of Budget/Management 

Increases in Program’s funding  

It is clear that the PTR program is politically popular and has 

become a leading mechanism to relieve pressure on 

homeowner property taxpayers, but sometimes we need to 

ask when enough increases in eligibility and benefits is 

enough.  

In H.F. 1914, the maximum refund a homeowner can receive 

is increased for all recipients with net incomes (after 

deductions for dependents, disabilities and or being over 65) 

between $37,280 and $100,779.  For recipients between 

$37,280 and $54,369, the maximum refund is increased from 

$2,000 to $2,460--matching the maximum refund for 

recipients below $37,280.  For recipients with the highest 

eligible incomes, between $54,370 and $100,799, the 
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 Increasing the Maximum PTR Refund Increases the 

Minimum Home Value to Receive the Maximum Refund   

Minimum Home value under current law to receive maximum refund

Minimum Home value under HF 1914 to receive maximum refund

Average Value Home

maximum refund is increased 20%, with the smallest 

possible maximum refund increasing from $480 to $580. 

So what’s the impact and is this the best use 

of limited property tax relief dollars?   

When the maximum refund is increased while the other 

components of the PTR formula (percent of income the 

property tax must hit before the program kicks in and the 

percentage of taxes above the income threshold to be 

covered by the homeowner) remain constant, the true impact 

of this legislation is an increase in the minimum value of a 

home that can receive the maximum refund. 

For example, take two homeowners in an average Greater 

Minnesota city.  They both make $60,000 in net 

income and are paying taxes based off the same tax 

rates (based on House Research’s Property Tax 

Simulations for 2012).  The only difference between 

the two homeowners is one home is valued (before the 

Market Value Exclusion) at $321,200 and pays $4,600 

in property taxes, while the second is valued at 

$357,600 and pays $5,180 in property taxes.  Under 

current law, they would both receive the maximum 

refund for their income range, $1,750 and the first 

homeowner owns the lowest-valued home that could 

receive the maximum refund.  In other words, all home 

values below $321,200 would receive smaller refunds 

if owned by a similar owner in this location. 

Under H.F. 1914, when the maximum refund is 

increased, the first homeowner with a home value of 

$321,200 would receive the exact same refund of 

$1,750, while second homeowner would see their 

refund increase to $2,100.  The value of the second home 

would now be the minimum home value that could receive 

the maximum refund in our average Greater Minnesota city. 

Two points can be drawn from this example.  First, when 

only the refund maximum is raised, homeowners with 

higher-valued homes compared to their income see their 

refunds increased.  Second, the average home value in 

Greater Minnesota cities is $133,000.  Even under the 

current PTR formula, maximum refunds are going to 

homeowners with homes valued significantly higher than the 

average-valued home.  If our homeowner owned the average 

Greater Minnesota city home in the average Greater 

Minnesota city, their refund would be $0 under either current 

law or H.F. 1914.  To receive a refund, the homeowner’s net 

income would have to drop to $56,500 or less. 

The same is true in other geographic areas.  Chart 2 shows 

the minimum home value needed to receive the maximum 

refund under current law or H.F. 1914 for a homeowner with 

$60,000 in net income.  In both the low tax rate areas of 

southwest Hennepin County and the high tax rate area of 

Minneapolis, the minimum home value that receives the 

maximum refund is higher than the average home value.  

Logically, the higher the property tax rate in an area, the 

lower the home value is needed to receive the maximum 

refund (higher tax rates equal higher taxes, thus homeowners 

in higher taxed areas require less in home value to receive 

the maximum refund).  

 Chart 2 

Analysis by Flaherty & Hood, P.A., based on House Research Property Tax 2012 Simulations 

The homeowner PTR program serves a critical role in our 

property tax system, ensuring homeowners with high 

property taxes compared to their income are not overly 

burdened. However, the subsidy must be balanced with other 

needs within property tax aids and credits and the overall 

state budget.  When the minimum home values needed to 

receive the maximum refund are already higher, sometimes 

considerably higher, than the average home value, it might 

be time to ask, when is enough PTR, enough?   
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